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Abstract
Antibiotics are commonly used as therapeutics against pathogenic bacteria. The over-
use of the drug has resulted in several bacterial strains that are resistant to antibiotics.
This increased resistance motivates for the development of novel drugs. Since adhe-
sion to host cells is the initial step as well as a key step in the infection process, it
is suggested that a drug that can target this key step would be a possible antibacterial
candidate. However, in order to develop such a candidate more detailed information of
the adhesion process is needed.

Gram-negative bacteria such as enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC), adhere
to surfaces via micrometre long surface organelles called pili that possess intricate
properties such as the ability to extend significantly at a constant force. This possibility
to extend is believed to give bacteria an advantage to stay attached to host cells even
though the bacteria is being exposed to in vivo natural defense mechanisms such as
fluid flows. Pili expressed by ETEC, the most common cause of child diarrhoea in
developing countries and travellers’ diarrhoea, were investigated by optical tweezers.
More specifically, the force-extension response of the helical CS20 and CFA/I pili were
investigated to shed light on the biomechanical properties of the structures as well as
the influence of the known antimicrobial peptide histatin 5 on these properties.

The surface properties of CsnA, the major pilin subunit of CS20, and CfaB, the
major pilin subunit of CFA/I, were investigated by molecular models to optimise the
force spectroscopy experiments. It was found that hydrophobic and positively charged
amidine beads were optimal to use for CS20, since the surface of CsnA (and thereby
the shaft) is negatively charged. In addition, the constant force required for extension of
CS20 pili was found to be 15±2 pN. However, in this study difficulties of performing
experiments on CFA/I was noticed due to the low number of pili expressed and it was
concluded that a hyperexpressing strain should be used in future experiments.

CS20 pili were also exposed to histatin 5 and it was found that the biomechan-
ical properties were changed. In the presence of histatin 5 the unwinding force was
increased to 18±3 pN. A statistical analysis, using an independent 2-group Welch’s
t-test for unequal variances with a significance level α = 0.05, indicates that histatin 5
adheres to CS20 pili and alters the force-extension response.

The work in this thesis is a step towards a better understanding of the biomechan-
ical properties of CS20 pili and thereby also the bacterial adhesion process. Hopefully,
the results found in this work can help in the development of novel antimicrobial drugs
that can effectively treat e.g. diarrhoeal diseases.

Keywords: Escherichia coli, E. coli, ETEC, pili, CS20, CFA/I, optical tweezers, OT,
FMOT, histatin 5
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Sammanfattning
Antibiotika är den vanligaste behandlingsmetoden mot sjukdomsframkallande bakteri-
er. Överanvändning av antibiotika har lett till resistenta bakterier och denna ökning i
resistans motiverar utvecklandet av nya läkemedel. Eftersom att vidhäftning till värd-
celler är både ett första steg och ett viktigt steg i infektionsprocessen är ett läkemedel
som kan rikta sig mot detta en möjlig antibakteriell kandidat. Dock behövs detaljerad
information om vidhäftningsprocessen för att kunna utveckla ett sådant läkemedel.

Gramnegativa bakterier t.ex. enterotoxigena Escherichia coli (ETEC), fäster på ytor
via mikrometerlånga ytorganeller som kallas pili, dessa har intrikata egenskaper t.ex.
förmågan att förlänga sig signifikant vid en konstant kraft. Denna egenskap tros ge
bakterier en fördel att fästa till värdceller trots att bakterierna utsätts för in vivo natur-
liga försvarsmekanismer som flöden. ETEC som uttrycker pili, den vanligaste orsaken
till diarré hos barn i utvecklingsländer och turistdiarré, undersöktes med optisk pincett.
Mer specifikt undersöktes kraft-förlängningsresponsen hos helixliknande biopolyme-
rer, CS20 och CFA/I pili, för att klargöra de biomekaniska egenskaperna hos struktu-
rerna samt vilken inverkan den kända antimikrobiella peptiden histatin 5 har på dessa
egenskaper.

Ytegenskaperna hos CsnA, huvud-pilin-subenheten för CS20, och CfaB, huvud-
pilin-subenheten för CFA/I, undersöktes med molekylära modeller för att optimera
kraftspektroskopiexperimenten. Det konstaterades att hydrofoba och positivt laddade
amidine kulor var optimala att använda för CS20, eftersom ytan av CsnA (och därmed
staven) är negativt laddad. Dessutom har den konstanta kraften som krävs för förläng-
ning av CS20 pili uppmätts till 15±2 pN. I denna studie gick det dock inte att utföra
experiment på CFA/I p.g.a. det låga antalet pili som uttrycktes och det konstaterades
att en stam måste tillverkas som visar hyperexpression av CFA/I pili.

CS20 pili utsattes även för histatin 5 och det påvisades att de biomekaniska egen-
skaperna ändrades. Kraftresponsen ökade till 18±3 pN i närvaro av histatin 5. En sta-
tistisk analys med hjälp av en oberoende 2-grupps Welch t-test för olika varianser med
en signifikansnivå α = 0,05 indikerar att histatin 5 fäster på CS20 pili och ändrar kraft-
förlängningsresponsen.

Arbetet i denna rapport är ett steg mot en bättre förståelse för de biomekaniska
egenskaperna hos CS20 pili och därmed också bakteriens vidhäftningsprocess. För-
hoppningsvis kan resultaten i detta arbete bidra till utvecklingen av nya antimikrobiella
läkemedel som effektiv behandling för t.ex. sjukdomar som påvisar diarré.

Nyckelord: Escherichia coli, E. coli, ETEC, pili, CS20, CFA/I, optisk pincett, hista-
tin 5.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The increased use of antibiotics has led to multi-drug resistant bacteria [1, 2]. There-
fore, new drugs must be developed to battle bacterial infections [2]. Bacterial infections
caused by gram-negative bacteria, e.g. Escherichia coli (E. coli), are initiated by adhe-
sion to host surfaces via hairlike surface organelles, often referred to as pili. To better
understand the adhesion properties of these bacteria, one must understand the proper-
ties and structure of pili [3]. Such properties can be assessed by optical tweezers (OT),
which is a non-invasive force spectroscopy measurement technique [4].

OT consist of a focused monochromatic laser beam that can trap and move nano-
metre to micrometre sized objects and organisms non-invasively and non-destruct-
ively [4, 5, 6]. They can also be used for measurements of forces in the pN range [7].
Specifically, force measuring optical tweezers (FMOT) can be used to measure the
force on a trapped spherical object. The focused light creates a harmonic intensity po-
tential for a spherical object, which will behave as attached to a 3D spring. When there
is a displacement of the object from the equilibrium position in the trap there will be a
restoring force, which is linearly proportional to the displacement, in agreement with
Hooke’s law [6, 8]. Thus, it is possible to trap a micrometre-sized bead and use it as a
force probe. If the bead is attached to a pilus, expressed on the surface of a bacterium
that is, in turn, immobilised, it is possible to measure the force response and extension
properties of the pilus.

The main aim of this study was to develop a method to realise force spectroscopy
experiments of CS20 and CFA/I pili belonging to enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli
(ETEC). ETEC is the most common cause of diarrhoea in travellers and children in
developing countries [9]. A well working method will shorten the preparation time and
allow for fast collection of data. This will also allow for swift tests of anti-adhesive
compunds, e.g. peptides, that can reduce bacterial-surface interactions. Another aim
of this study was to investigate if histatin 5, a peptide in saliva that is antimicrobial,
affects the force response of CS20 pili [10].

The disposition of this report is as follows: In Chapter 2 bacteria in general and spe-
cifically E. coli will be described. Histatin 5 will also be discussed. This is followed
by a description of OT and the theory behind them. In Chapter 3 it is described how
the samples were made and how the beads were treated. How the data was analysed
and how the OT setup used for this report is constructed will be described in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5 all of the results are presented and discussed. The report is finished with
conclusions in Chapter 6. Appendix A consists of coating procedures for beads. Ap-
pendix B describes the alignment procedure. Appendices C, D and E comprise codes
for modelling, processing, and analysing the data.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Amino acids
Amino acids (aa) are composed of an amino group (-NH2), a carboxyl group (-COOH),
and a side chain group, R, as seen in Fig. 1. The amino group, carboxyl group, and
side chain group are all bound to the α-carbon (α represents the atom/molecule that is
directly bound to the group(s) of interest), which in turn is bound to a hydrogen atom.
The side chain defines the aa, e.g. if it is polar or nonpolar, and acidic or basic [11].

Figure 1: Structure of an amino group, a carboxyl group, and a side chain group, R.
Retrieved from [12].

Two aa can form a peptide bond, which is a covalent bond. The peptide bond is
created between the α-carboxyl group of aa 1 and the α-amino group of aa 2, as seen
in Fig. 2. When the peptide bond is made, two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom
are released, eliminating water in the process. Peptides consist of a minimum of two
aa to several aa, and proteins consist of several hundred aa, creating a polypeptide
chain [11].

3



CHAPTER 2. THEORY

Figure 2: Structure of two amino acids forming a peptide bond, which releases two
hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom, thus eliminating water in the process. Retrieved
from [13].

2.2 Bacteria
Bacteria are single-celled organisms that belong to the group of prokaryotes, which
means that they do not have a cell nucleus, but a nucleoid instead. The nucleoid of
prokaryotes contains most of the genetic material, e.g. chromosome, and it is free in
the cytoplasm, as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The cell also contains plasmids (circular
DNA), which have genes that give the organism a certain property, e.g. antibiotic
resistance. The surface of the bacterium might be covered by pili/fimbriae (singular
pilus/fimbria), hairlike organelles used for adhering to a surface, and a few flagella that
are thin appendages used for motility [14].

2.2.1 Gram-negative bacteria
Bacteria can be divided into two major groups, gram-positive and gram-negative bac-
teria. The difference between the two groups is their cell wall. The cell wall of gram-
negative bacteria consist of the inner membrane (IM), a thin peptidoglycan layer, and
an outer membrane (OM) with lipopolysaccharides, as can be seen in Fig. 3(b). Pep-
tidoglycan is a polysaccharide and it is a rigid layer that is responsible for the strength
of the cell wall. Peripherally to the peptidoglycan layer gram-negative bacteria have
an outer membrane, which consists of phospholipids, proteins, and polysaccharides.
Phospholipid and polysaccharide form a multiprotein complex in the outer membrane,
thus, the outer membrane is also called the lipopolysaccharide layer, LPS. The LPS
layer of gram-negative bacteria has a toxic component; this is why gram-negative bac-
teria, e.g. E. coli, are toxic to humans [14]. The negative charge of the OM is increased

4



2.2. BACTERIA

by the LPS layer [15].
The pili of gram-negative bacteria can be divided into different classes, the class

they belong to is based on their function and structure. Adhesion pili expressed by
ETEC for example consist of pilin subunits attached into a higher ordered helix-like
structure. The structure is very flexible and can, under exposure to force, unwind sev-
eral times its length [16].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The cell of a gram-negative bacterium showing the nucleoid and pili. (b)
The enlarged structure of the cell wall of a gram-negative bacterium. It consists of an
inner membrane, a peptidoglycan layer, and an outer membrane with lipopolysacchar-
ides. Modified figure, original from [17].
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

2.3 Escherichia coli
E. coli is a gram-negative bacterium. It is rod shaped, 1 µm wide and 2 µm long, with
a cell volume of about 2 µm3 [14]. E. coli is found in the intestinal tract of humans
and animals and is usually harmless and part of a healthy gut flora [18]. However,
there are several different kinds of pathogenic E. coli that cause diseases. Most of the
pathogenic E. coli use pili to adhere to host cells. After attachment, pathogenic E. coli
use different ways, depending on the group of pathogenic E. coli, to guarantee survival
resulting in disease in the host. Two groups of pathogenic E. coli are uropathogenic
E. coli (UPEC) and ETEC [19]. UPEC causes urinary tract infection by using, e.g. P
or type 1 pili, to adhere to host cells in the urinary tract [20]. Diarrhoea is caused by
ETEC by using, e.g. CS20 or CFA/I pili, to adhere to intestinal epithelial cells [9].

2.3.1 Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli
Each year ETEC causes about 380 000 deaths from gastrointestinal infections. ETEC
causes travellers’ diarrhoea and diarrhoea in developing countries. It often leads to de-
hydration or death in developing countries. ETEC spreads through faecal contaminated
food and water [19, 21].

ETEC produces two types of enterotoxins, toxins that target the intestine, heat-
stable enterotoxins (STs) and heat-labile enterotoxins (LTs). STs remain active at tem-
peratures up to 100°C, but LTs are inactivated at high temperatures [22]. Secretion of
STs, LTs, or a combination of them is what causes diarrhoea [19].

ETEC uses colonisation factors (CFs) to adhere to intestinal epithelial cells. For
E. coli, CFs are proteins that bacteria express, either in cell surfaces or pili, which
enables them to adhere to surfaces and consequently create colonies. CFs are divided
into colonisation factor antigens (CFAs) and putative colonisation factors (PCAs) [9,
19, 23].

Two examples of CFs that ETEC express are CFA/I and CS20. The toxins asso-
ciated with CFA/I are STs and a combination of STs and LTs. For CS20 the toxins
are LTs and a combination of STs and LTs [9]. CFA/I pili belong to class 5 fimbriae,
the largest group of CFs in ETEC. The CFA/I pilus consists of more than 1000 cop-
ies of the major pilin subunit CfaB, and it also consists of CfaE, the minor adhesive
subunit located at the tip of the pilus [24, 25]. CFA/I pili are about 1 µm long and
have a diameter of ∼7.4 nm [26]. CS20 pili belong to class 1b fimbriae, mainly con-
sisting of LT secreting ETEC [27]. The CS20 pilus consists of the major pilin subunit
CsnA [28]. A model of the assembly process in the cell surface of well characterised
UPEC P pili, which is a good model for describing CFA/I and CS20 as well, can be
seen in Fig. 4 [8]. The major pilin subunit PapA and the minor adhesive subunit PapG
are clearly depicted.
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Figure 4: An illustration of the P pilus. The major pilin subunit, PapA, and the minor
adhesive subunit, PapG, are clearly seen. Other subunits are also depicted. Retrieved
from [8].

2.4 Histatin 5
Histatins are histidine-rich peptides found in human saliva [29, 30]. Histatins are an-
timicrobial and they have antifungal properties [31]. The three major histatins are 1,
3, and 5, consisting of 38, 32, and 24 aa, respectively. They all contain 7 aa of his-
tidine. Histatin 5 is a product of histatin 3, including the first 24 aa of histatin 3 [32].
The aa sequence of histatin 5 is DSHAKRHHGYKRKFHEKHHSHRGY, where each
letter corresponds to a specific aa [32, 33]. In aqueous solutions histatin 5 is a random
coil, and in an organic solution it becomes an amphipathic (having both lipophilic and
hydrophilic properties) α-helix [29, 34, 35]. An α-helix is a secondary structure (re-
curring shape of a protein or peptide due to interactions between the chemical groups
of aa) of proteins or peptides, which is shaped as a right-handed coil. Histatin 5 has a
positive net peptide charge [35].

2.5 3D structure of a protein
A protein is described by its aa sequence, which is the primary structure, as seen in
Fig. 5. The secondary structure is the 3D structure of a protein due to the recurring
shape of a protein, e.g. helices and sheets, because of interactions between the chemical
groups of aa. The tertiary structure is the 3D structure of a protein due to the atomic
coordinates, how the helices and sheets are assembled and interact. The quaternary
structure is the 3D structure of how multiple subunits of proteins assemble and interact
in relation to each other. The 3D structure of a protein starts with the N-terminus and
ends with the C-terminus. The 3D structures of proteins are found in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB).
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

Figure 5: The different structures of a protein consisting of the primary structure
(amino acid sequence), secondary structure (helices and sheets), tertiary structure (as-
sembly of helices ans sheets), and quaternary structure (interactions between proteins).
Modified figure by Michael West, original from [36].

The 3D structure of a protein can be depicted by software that visualise molecular
structures. When the molecule is visualised it is possible to look at surface properties,
e.g. hydrophobicity and electrostatic potential.

If the only known structure of a protein is the primary structure it is possible to
use sequence alignment to find a good template to be able to model a tertiary struc-
ture by using homology modelling. Sequence alignment is when two sequences are
matched. By using global sequence alignment the whole target sequence is aligned to
the template sequence, and the result is given by how much percental identity the two
sequences have and how many aa are identical or similar. Homology modelling uses
the known tertiary structure of the template protein to model a tertiary structure for the
target protein [37].

2.6 Optical tweezers
OT are also known as a single-beam gradient trap [5]. The basis of such a trap is that it
uses radiation pressure to move or trap objects and organisms [38]. Radiation pressure
arises due to electromagnetic radiation, light. Light can be seen as photons that are
massless but have a momentum given by

p =
h
λ
, (1)

where p is momentum in the same direction as the propagation of the photon, h is
Planck’s constant, and λ is the wavelength of the light. The wavelength is changed

8
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when the photon interacts with an object by, e.g. scattering or refraction, thus the
momentum is also changed. Since the momentum is changed, and the conservation of
momentum is valid, a force must act on the object [8]. The force can be decomposed
into a gradient force and a scattering force. The gradient force is in the same direction
as the gradient of the intensity, and the scattering force is in the same direction as the
propagation of light. Optical trapping occurs when the scattering force and the gradient
force are in balance, this leads to the object being trapped marginally after the focus.
The balance between the forces is achieved by using an objective with a high numerical
aperture (NA), as seen in Fig. 6. A high NA will produce a steep intensity gradient.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: The trapping force in the ray optics regime (the radius of the bead is � than
the wavelength of the trapping laser) due to a Gaussian shaped beam. (a) Two rays are
refracted by the bead, one with a high intensity, R1, and one with a low intensity, R2.
The refraction leads to a momentum change and the bead will experience a momentum
change in the opposite direction. Because R1 has a higher intensity the resulting force
on the bead will move it to the left. (b) The two rays have the same intensity due to
the beam being focused by a high NA objective. The resulting force on the bead will
move it in the axial direction, balancing the scattering force from the central part of the
beam.

The displacement of the object from the equilibrium position in the trap is pro-
portional to the restoring force of the gradient for small (in general sub µm) displace-
ments. Thus, the system is analogous to Hooke’s law and the trap can be viewed as
a Hookean spring with a trap stiffness, κ , which is proportional to the intensity of the
light. There are two cases when calculating the force of the optical trap. The first case
is the ray optics regime, when the radius, r, of the trapped sphere is much larger than
the wavelength of the trapping laser, λ , thus r � λ . The second case is the Rayleigh
regime, when r � λ [6, 8]. When r ∼ λ neither of the two cases cover the theoretical
calculations. It is also difficult to make correct calculations for different organisms due
to optical inhomogeneities [6, 39].
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

2.6.1 Trapping laser
The trapping laser is a continuous wave (CW) laser with a Gaussian shaped beam
with a TEM00 mode output. To reduce optical damage when working with biological
material, e.g. cells, the wavelength of the trapping laser has to be in the near infrared
(NIR) region, around 750-1400 nm, where there is low absorption of protein and water,
with local absorption minima at 808 nm and 1064 nm [6, 40].

2.6.2 Trapping force
The general trapping force is dependent on the speed of light, c, the incident laser
power, P, the index of refraction of the medium, nm, and a dimensionless efficiency, Q.
The force can thereby be written as

F =
nmP

c
Q. (2)

To increase the trapping force of a given OT system the factors need to be changed.
The power of the laser cannot be increased indefinitely due to the risk of causing
optical damage on the instrumentation. In general the difference between the index
of refraction for biological samples (cells, bacteria, etc.) in aqueous media is small.
Therefore changing the Q factor is the most effective way to increase the trapping
force. By changing the geometry of the particle, the relative index of refraction, the
NA, the laser wavelength, the laser mode structure, or the light polarisation state, Q
can be changed [38].

Trapping force in the Rayleigh regime

In the Rayleigh regime, r � λ , particles are treated as point dipoles, and the light is
treated as an inhomogeneous electromagnetic field. This approximation enables the
separation of the force components. The scattering force, Fsc, arises from the absorp-
tion and radiation of the incident light by the particle. It is proportional to the intensity
of the incident light, and given by

Fsc =
I0σnm

c
, (3)

where

σ =
128π5r6

3λ 4

(
m2 −1
m2 +2

)2

, (4)

where σ is the scattering cross section of the sphere, I0 is the intensity of the incident
light, λ is the wavelength of the trapping laser, m =

np
nm

is the relative index of the
particle and the medium, and np is the index of refraction of the particle.

The gradient force, Fg, arises due to the interaction between the field and the
particle. It is proportional to the intensity gradient of the incident light, ∇I0, and given
by

Fg =
2πα

cn2
m

∇I0, (5)

where

α = n2
mr3
(

m2 −1
m2 +2

)
, (6)

where α is the polarisability of the sphere [6, 8, 38].
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2.6. OPTICAL TWEEZERS

Trapping force in the ray optics regime

In the ray optics regime, r � λ , the light is treated as rays. The rays follow Fresnel’s
equations of transmission and reflection and Snell’s law of refraction. When a ray
impinges on the sphere’s surface the ray is refracted, thus the momentum carried by
the ray is changed. The change in momentum on the ray gives rise to an equal and
opposite change in momentum to the sphere.

Scattering and gradient forces arise due to reflection and refraction of the rays at
the surface of the sphere. The forces for a single ray are given by

Fsc =
nmP

c

(
1+Rcos2θ − T 2 [cos(2θ −2φ)+Rcos2θ ]

1+R2 +2Rcos2φ

)
(7)

and

Fg =
nmP

c

(
1+Rsin2θ − T 2 [sin(2θ −2φ)+Rsin2θ ]

1+R2 +2Rsin2φ

)
, (8)

where θ is the angle of incidence, φ is the angle of refraction, R is the Fresnel reflection
coefficient, and T is the Fresnel transmission coefficient. R and T depend on the po-
larisation of light, and therefore the scattering and gradient forces are also polarisation
dependent. The first term in Eqs. (7) and (8), nmP

c , represents the momentum/second.
The total scattering and gradient force of the whole beam is found by adding all of
the contributions from the rays. Thus, Eqs. (7) and (8) can be rewritten so they are
expressed in the same way as Eq. (2). They are given by

Fsc =
nmP

c
Qsc (9)

and
Fg =

nmP
c

Qg, (10)

where Qsc is the dimensionless efficiency for the total scattering force and Qg is the
dimensionless efficiency for the total gradient force. The total trapping force becomes

Ftot =
nmP

c
Q, (11)

where
Q =

√
Q2

sc +Q2
g, (12)

as shown by [6, 8, 38].
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Chapter 3

Method

3.1 Sample preparation

Three different E. coli strains, WS7179A-2, HMG11, and HB101, and three different
plasmids, pRA101, pNTP119, and pHMG93 were used in this study. pRA101 ex-
presses CS20 pili, pNTP119 expresses CFA/I pili, and pHMG93 expresses P pili. The
following combinations were used; WS7179A-2/pRA101, HMG11/pNTP119, HB101/
pNTP119, and HB101/pHMG93. The bacteria with pRA101 and pNTP119 were first
incubated on LA plates with 50 µg/ml kanamycin at 37°C overnight. The next day
they were restreaked on CFA agar plates with 50 µg/ml kanamycin and once again
incubated at 37°C overnight. The bacteria with pHMG93 were incubated on LA plates
with 100 µg/ml carbenicillin at 37°C overnight. The next day they were restreaked on
LA plates with 100 µg/ml carbenicillin and once again incubated at 37°C overnight.

For a sample, ten colonies were taken with an inoculation loop and gently resuspen-
ded with 1 ml filtered 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Bacteria from the suspen-
sion were diluted 15x. The PBS that was used was Dulbecco’s phosphate buffer saline
(Sigma-Aldrich, D7030) and it was filtered by using a syringe filter with a pore size of
0.22 µm. Two different PBS concentrations were used, 0.01 M and 0.1 M phosphate
(PO4). The 0.01 M filtered 1xPBS was used at two different pH levels, 6.80 and 7.40,
at 20.5°C. The final concentration of the bacteria sample that was used was 1:15.

The samples with histatin 5 (Innovagen, SP-HST5-1, with a net peptide content of
∼ 65%±10%) were made by adding histatin 5 to the bacteria sample and inverting it
ten times. The concentration of histatin 5 was 0.01 mg/ml. The molar ratios of the pilin
count and histatin 5, pilin count:histatin 5, were 1:0.5, 1:1.5, 1:2, and 1:3.

3.2 Beads

CML latex beads with a diameter of 9.5 µm with a negativley charged hydrophilic
surface (IDC, 2-10000) were used as mounts for bacteria. Aldehyde/sulfate latex beads
with a diameter of 2 µm with a negatively charged hydrophilic surface (Invitrogen,
A37299) and amidine latex beads with a diameter of 2.5 µm with a positively charged
hydrophobic surface (Invitrogen, A37327) were used as force probes. To make the
bead suspension for the cover slips, 1 µl bead solution was diluted in 99 µl Milli-Q
water (ultra pure water) to make a 100x concentration. The suspension was diluted
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500x. To make the bead suspension for the samples, 1 µl bead solution was diluted in
99 µl filtered 1xPBS to make a 100x concentration. The suspension was diluted 500x.

Besides using the aldehyde/sulfate and CML beads plainly, they were also coated
with poly-L-lysine (PLL) (Sigma-Aldrich, P1524), which is positively charged. The
coating procedures are described in Appendix A. All of the coated beads were diluted
100x, since there were losses of beads due to centrifugation.

3.3 Sample chamber
A 10 µl suspension of 9.5 µm beads, diluted 500x with Milli-Q water, was dropped on
a cover slip (24x60 mm). The cover slip was put in an oven at 60°C for 60 minutes.
After 60 minutes it was removed from the oven, creating a cover slip with immobilised
beads. Ten µl 0.01% PLL (Sigma-Aldrich, P4832) were dropped on the dried spot of
beads. The cover slip was put in an incubator at 37°C for 60 minutes and then removed.

A chamber was made by putting a smaller cover slip (20x20 mm) on parafilm,
placed on the bead-covered cover slip. The cover slips were heated up so the parafilm
would melt creating a chamber, as seen in Fig. 7. The chamber is first filled with a
bacteria solution and then a doubled amount of a bead solution. The chamber is sealed
with high vacuum stopcock grease, silicone.

Figure 7: Top view and side view of a chamber made of two cover slips, one bigger
(24x60 mm) and one smaller (20x20 mm), and parafilm. Modified figure, original
from [41].
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Chapter 4

Experimental setup

4.1 Optical tweezers instrumentation

The Biophysics and Biophotonics group at Umeå University has developed two high
accuracy OT setups, one of which has been used for this project, as seen in Fig. 8. The
setup is built around an inverted microscope (Olympus, IX71) placed on an optical table
to reduce vibrations. The system is placed in an air turbulence proofed, temperature
controlled, and noise isolated room.

Figure 8: The high accuracy OT setup of the Biophysics and Biophotonics group at
Umeå University. The system is built around an inverted microscope and it is fixed
on an optical table to reduce vibrations. The room it is constructed in is temperature
controlled, isolated from noise, and air turbulence proofed.

In Fig. 9 a schematic representation of the system can be seen. The trapping laser
is a Nd:YVO4 laser (Spectra-Physics, Millennia IR) with a wavelength of 1064 nm.
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It produces a Gaussian beam with a TEM00 mode. The beam is directed with three
mirrors, M1, M2, and M3 (New Focus, 5104), towards the beam expander consisting of
three lenses, L1 (Thorlabs, LA1134-C), L2 (Thorlabs, LD2060-C), and L3 (Thorlabs,
LA1461-C). The beam continues through L4 (Thorlabs, AC254-200-C), which is afocal
with the tube lens (LT ), i.e. they have no combined refractive power. The beam is
then directed by a mirror M4 (New Focus, 5104) towards a dichroic mirror (DM),
which directs the beam through LT , which in turn lets the beam through to the oil
immersion objective (Olympus, UPlanFl, 100x/1.3 NA). The objective focuses on the
sample positioned on the piezo stage (PZT), thus, creating the trap. The part of the
beam that is transmitted through the sample continues through the condenser and is
stopped before the position sensitive detector (PSD) by a band-pass filter.

The probe laser, which is used to measure the position of the trapped particle, is a
HeNe laser (JDS Uniphase, 1137P), which lases at 632.8 nm and is linearly polarised
with a power of 7 mW with a TEM00 mode. The beam from the probe laser is first sent
through a collimator, then an optical fibre, and lastly through another collimator. This is
done because an optical fibre reduces the vibrations from the system (air fluctuations)
on the beam. The beam is thereafter directed with a mirror (M5, New Focus, 5101)
towards the polarising beam splitter cube (PBSC) that directs the beam to the DM,
which aligns the beam from the probe laser and the beam from the trapping laser. The
beam continues through LT , and is focused by the objective onto the sample. The
transmitted beam from the sample continues through the condenser and past the band-
pass filter onto the PSD. The signal from the PSD is sent through an amplifier to an
A/D card, which is connected to a computer.

Some of the light from the two laser beams is back-scattered in the sample. The
back-scattered light goes through LT , the DM, and the PBSC towards a laser line filter.
The filter blocks the beam from the trapping laser, but the beam from the probe laser
goes through and reaches a CCD camera (Stingray) and the eyepiece. The rays from
the lamp, which illuminates the sample, also reach the CCD camera and the eyepiece.
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Figure 9: A schematic representation of the force-measuring OT setup. The beam of
the trapping laser is directed by several mirrors and goes through several lenses until it
reaches the dichroic mirror (DM). The beam of the probe laser goes through an optical
fibre and is directed with a mirror and a polarising beam splitter cube (PBSC), to be
aligned with the beam from the trapping laser by the DM. The beams continue through
the microscope objective and are focused in the sample on the piezo stage (PZT). The
transmitted beam from the probe laser continues onto the position sensitive detector
(PSD). Modified figure, original from [42].
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4.2 Force spectroscopy measurements
One drop of immersion oil (n=1.518, Olympus corporation) is dropped on the object-
ive. A cover slip with a sample is put on the piezo stage, which moves in two directions,
horizontal (x) and longitudinal (y). By using the trapping laser at 0.2 W (output power)
a bacterium is trapped and mounted on one of the 9.5 µm beads. Thereafter a smaller
bead (2.0 or 2.5 µm) is trapped and brought in the proximity of the big bead, as seen
in Fig. 10. The power of the trapping laser is changed to 1 W and the small bead is
slowly moved up and down until attachment between the small bead and a pilus occurs,
as seen in Fig. 11. When the attachment occurs, to allow for calibration of the pos-
ition where the measurement will be performed, the small bead is moved away from
the pilus until the attachment is broken. The height (z-direction) is no longer changed,
since this is the height where the measurement will be performed. The OT system’s
calibration of the position and the force for the bead is then made in a custom-made
LabVIEW programme [43]. The calibration procedure is described in Section 4.2.1.

Figure 10: Live image of a bacterium mounted on a 9.5 µm bead. A 2.5 µm bead is
brought closer to the bacterium until attachment occurs between the bead and a pilus.

After the calibration procedure, the trapped bead is once again brought in close
proximity of the bacterium until attachment occurs with a pilus, as seen in Fig. 11.
With an attached pilus the force measurement is started. The force measurement is
made by moving the piezo stage to the left, thus it appears as if the trapped bead is
moving to the right and pulling the pilus, as seen in Fig. 12. The force measurement is
also made in the custom-made LabVIEW programme, and it results in measured data
for the force-extension response of a pilus [43].
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Figure 11: A bacterium mounted on a 9.5 µm bead. Attachment of a pilus, of the bac-
terium, to the surface of the trapped bead. Made by Johan Zakrisson, The Biophysics
and Biophotonics group, Umeå University.

Figure 12: A bacterium mounted on a 9.5 µm bead. Attachment of a pilus, of the
bacterium, to the surface of the trapped bead. The trapped bead is moving to the right
and the pilus is extended and it is starting to unwind. Modified figure, original made
by Johan Zakrisson, The Biophysics and Biophotonics group, Umeå University.

A typical force extension curve for HB101/pHMG93 (P pili) can be seen in Fig. 13(a).
The force curve of a pilus consists of different regions, and not all types of E. coli pili
have similar third regions. Region I is when attachment has occurred and the pilus is
just starting to be elongated elastically. Region II is when the bonds between layers of
the helical structure of the pilus start to detach. The 3D structure of the P pilus with the
major pilin subunits depicted for region I and II can be seen in Fig. 13(b). Region III
is when all the layers of the pilus are unwound and the major pilin subunits are being
pulled so much that they undergo conformational change (they open up), as seen in
Fig. 13(c).
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4.2. FORCE SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS

4.2.1 Calibration of the trapping force
The first step of the calibration is to optimise the position of the transmitted beam from
the probe laser on the PSD. The beam has to hit the centre of the PSD, as seen in
Fig. 14, to avoid offset when measuring. This is achieved by moving the PSD.

Figure 14: Calibration of the transmitted beam of the probe laser on the PSD. The
beam has to hit the centre of the PSD. The left graph shows where the beam hits the
PSD in the x-direction and the right graph shows where the beam hits the PSD in the
y-direction.

The second step of the calibration, which yields the trap stiffness (κ), is derived
by combining equations from two methods. The first theory uses Stokes’ law for cal-
ibration and the second theory uses the power spectral density of Brownian motion
(random movement of a particle in a fluid, due to a barrage of atoms/molecules in the
fluid) of the trapped bead. When these two methods are combined it is no longer neces-
sary to know the drag coefficient, viscosity, and bead size [44]. The resulting method
is described in detail in [44, 45], it will only shortly be described here. The gist of the
procedure is that a fit is made to the power spectral density of the trapped bead, as seen
in Fig. 15. The theoretical equation for the power spectral density is

S( f ) =
kbT

π2γ ( f 2 + f 2
c )

, (13)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, γ is Stokes’ drag coefficient,
f is the frequency, and fc is the corner frequency, which represents the frequency at
which the undampened Brownian motion of the trapped bead is limited by the trap and
becomes dampened. The power spectral density consists of Brownian motion while
the peak at 32 Hz arises from the frequency (fdrive) of the sinusoidal movement of the
piezo stage.

For the fitting of Eq. (13) to the power spectral density, it is rewritten as

s( f ) =
a

f 2 + f 2
c
+

b
f
, (14)

where b is a residue term close to zero or zero, and a is given by

a =
Dvolt

π2 , (15)

where Dvolt is the diffusion constant measured in V 2/s. From the fitting, the voltage-
to-distance calibration factor for measurements of distances, β , can also be calculated.
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The resulting variables are then used for calculation of the trap stiffness (κ), which is
given by

κ = 2π fc
kBT

β 2Dvolt . (16)

Figure 15: Power spectral density of a 2.5 µm trapped bead. The red line represents
the power spectral density in the x-direction and the white line represents the power
spectral density in the y-direction. The green line does not represent anything and
can be disregarded. The power spectral density in the x-direction originates from the
Brownian motion of the particle while the peak at 32 Hz is due to the frequency (fdrive)
of the sinusoidal movement of the piezo stage.

4.3 Testing the charge of coated beads
To test the charge of the coated beads a power supply was used, as seen in Fig. 16(a). A
chamber was made with two acid proof steel terminals, one on each side and connected
to a power supply, as seen in Fig. 16(b), thus making one terminal positive and the other
one negative. The chamber was placed under a microscope so the beads could be seen.
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: (a) The setup for testing the charge of coated beads. It consists of a power
supply connected to a chamber with two acid proof steel terminals. The chamber is
placed under a microscope so that the beads are visible. (b) A closer view of the
chamber.
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Chapter 5

Results and discussion

5.1 3D models of CS20 and CFA/I major pilin subunits
To be able to find the most suitable beads to use in a force spectroscopy experiment,
positively or negatively charged and hydrophobic or hydrophilic, 3D models of the
major pilin subunits of CS20 and CFA/I were made. The electrostatic potential of the
surfaces was calculated using Coulomb’s law [46]. In the depictions of the subunits
red represents negative potential, whereas blue represents positive potential, and white
represents zero potential. The hydrophobicity surface was calculated with the hydro-
phobicity scale of Kyte and Doolittle [47, 48]. In the depictions of the subunits orange
represents hydrophobicity, blue represents hydrophilicity, and white represents neutral
hydrophobicity. Molecular graphics and analyses were performed with the UCSF Chi-
mera package. Chimera is developed by the Resource for Biocomputing, Visualization,
and Informatics at the University of California, San Francisco (supported by NIGMS
P41-GM103311) [49].

5.1.1 3D model of CFA/I
The 3D model of CfaB, the major pilin subunit of CFA/I, can be seen in Fig. 17. Two
different models of CfaB are shown, one without the N-terminus from the following
subunit inserted in the hydrophobic groove and one in which it is inserted in the groove,
as seen in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b). The presence of the N-terminus leads to a filled groove
of the subunit that the N-terminus fits into. Two CfaB subunits, one followed by the
other, are connected by the N-terminus from the second subunit, as seen in Fig. 17(c).
Since the pilus shaft consists of CfaB subunits, one followed by the other in a helical
structure, CfaB with a N-terminus is used for the rest of the analyses.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 17: 3D models of CfaB (PDB 3F84) made with Chimera [50]. (a) The model of
CfaB without the N-terminus from the following subunit inserted in the hydrophobic
groove. (b) The model of CfaB with the N-terminus from the following subunit inserted
in the groove. (c) Two subunits depicting how they are positioned in relation to one
another.

Analysis of the hydrophobicity surface of a CfaB subunit shows that it is both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic in equal amount, as seen in Fig. 18(a). When looking at
the potential of the surface, Fig. 18(b), it has a higher negative potential than positive.
Thus, both beads with a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic surface can be used in order
to get strong interaction with a CFA/I pilus. However, since the potential is mostly
neutral, beads that are both negatively and positively charged had to be tested.
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(a) (b)

Figure 18: The surfaces of CfaB (PDB 3F84) made with Chimera [50]. (a) The hydro-
phobicity surface of CfaB, where blue corresponds to hydrophilic, orange corresponds
to hydrophobic, and white corresponds to neutral hydrophobicity. (b) The potential sur-
face of CfaB, where red corresponds to negative potential, blue corresponds to positive
potential, and white corresponds to zero potential.

5.1.2 3D model of CS20
There is no PDB model of CsnA, the major pilin subunit of CS20. Therefore a sequence
alignment was made with CsnA and other known major pilin subunits of E. coli. The
best match, which can be found in Appendix B, was FimA, the major pilin subunit of
type 1 pili at 23.4% with 103 aa identical or similar. Thus, a homology model was
made of CsnA, residues 33-195, to FimA (PDB 2JTY) by using MODELLER. The
codes for the homology modelling can be found in Appendix C [51, 52]. The result of
the modelling can be found in Table 1. The best model was the one with the smallest
DOPE score and the GA341 score closest to 1. This is valid for model 2, which was
used for the rest of the analyses. Figure 19 is the 3D representation of model 2 made
with Chimera [50].
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Table 1: DOPE and GA341 scores for the 5 different models of CsnA made by homo-
logy modelling to FimA (PDB 2JTY) by using MODELLER [51].

Model DOPE score GA341 score
1 -10633.76758 0.94915
2 -11307.24121 0.96596
3 -10901.81934 0.73582
4 -11102.97754 0.81557
5 -11410.53320 0.63556

Figure 19: 3D model of CsnA made from homology modelling of FimA (PDB 2JTY)
by using MODELLER and depicted with Chimera [51, 50].

The homology model of CsnA describes only one subunit. There is therefore no
model with the N-terminus from a second subunit that fills the groove. Thus, when
looking at the hydrophobicity surface and the potential surface the unfilled groove af-
fects the calculations. Looking at the hydrophobicity surface in Fig. 20(a) it has almost
as much hydrophobicity as hydrophilicity. The only difference, compared to the hydro-
phobicity surface of CfaB in Fig. 18(a), is that the groove is unfilled and hydrophobic.
When looking at the potential of the surface of CsnA, Fig. 20(b), it has a distinctly
higher negative potential than positive. Thus, the beads that should be used to try and
get interaction could be either hydrophobic or hydrophilic, but they should be posit-
ively charged.
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5.2. THE INFLUENCE OF PLASMID AND STRAIN ON THE EXPRESSION
OF PILI

(a) (b)

Figure 20: The surfaces of CsnA made with Chimera [50]. (a) The hydrophobicity
surface of CsnA, where blue corresponds to hydrophilic, orange corresponds to hydro-
phobic, and white corresponds to neutral hydrophobicity. (b) The potential surface of
CsnA, where red corresponds to negative potential, blue corresponds to positive poten-
tial, and white corresponds to zero potential.

5.2 The influence of plasmid and strain on the expres-
sion of pili

To be able to make force measurements on pili, bacteria have to be mounted on the
immobilised beads on the cover slips. The bacterial strain HMG11/pNTP119 could
not be mounted. Therefore, since HB101 can easily be mounted on immobilised beads
the pNTP119 plasmid was put into HB101. To check how pili were expressed by the
different strains AFM images were taken, as seen in Fig. 21. Figure 21(a) shows an
AFM image of WS7179A-2/pRA101 cells showing hyperexpression of CS20 pili. The
Figs. 21(b) and 21(c) show AFM images of HMG11/pNTP119 and HB101/pNTP119,
both expressing very few CFA/I pili.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 21: AFM images of WS7179A-2/pRA101 cells expressing CS20 pili,
HMG11/pNTP119 and HB101/pNTP119 cells expressing CFA/I pili. (a) An AFM
image of WS7179A-2/pRA101 cells expressing CS20 pili with a resolution of 10x10
µm. (b) An AFM image of HMG11/pNTP119 cells expressing CFA/I pili with a res-
olution of 10x10 µm. (c) An AFM image of a HB101/pNTP119 cell expressing CFA/I
pili with a resolution of 5x5 µm.

5.3 The influence of buffer on beads

5.3.1 Cover slips with coated 9.5 µm beads

The PLL layer on the cover slip gives rise to unevenness on the surface of the cover slip.
To be able to remove the PLL layer on the cover slip the 9.5 µm beads need a positive
layer so bacteria can stick to the beads. This is achieved by coating the beads with
PLL instead of dropping PLL on the cover slip. The coating procedure can be found in
Appendix A. A concentration of 0.1% PLL and 0.01% PLL were investigated. Since
HB101/pHMG93 bacteria are easy to mount on the immobilised beads, they were used
for evaluation of the method. The 0.1% PLL coated beads did not work well, nothing
would mount on them because the cover slips would not dry. For the 0.01% PLL coated
beads half of the cover slips allowed the bacteria to be mounted on the beads. Thus,
the coating procedure should be optimised to work sufficiently. The plan is to develop
a new protocol for this in the future.

5.3.2 Coated 2 µm beads

The 2 µm beads were also coated with 0.1% PLL and 0.01% PLL. The coating pro-
cedure is described in Appendix A. To test the beads before they were coated they
were diluted with Milli-Q water and put in a chamber connected to a power supply, as
described in section 4.3. The beads moved towards the positive terminal, which was
expected since they are negatively charged. After they were coated they were resus-
pended and they were once again put in a new chamber. This time they moved to the
negative terminal, verifying that the coating procedure had succeeded. The coating
procedure was then redone, but the beads were resuspended in 0.01 M filtered 1xPBS
with pH 7.40.

The coated beads were put in a sample with WS7179A-2/pRA101 and the interac-
tion between the coated beads and bacteria was tested. It was found that both the beads
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coated with 0.1% PLL and 0.01% PLL attached to pili. However, it was also found that
the bead-pilus interaction was slow. The coated beads led to faster interactions than
the uncoated 2 µm beads, but the interaction was still not instantaneous as experienced
with experiments performed on P pili. It is plausible that the ions in the PBS might
affect the surface of the coated beads, neutralising them instead of letting them keep
their positively charged surface.

5.3.3 Different concentrations and pH of PBS
The idea with the coated beads was to get access to beads with a positively charged
surface that CS20 and CFA/I pili could interact with. Due to a possible interference
from PBS, positively charged beads that could keep their surface charge without being
affected by PBS were needed. This requires uncoated beads that have different surface
properties from the start. It was found that 2.5 µm amidine beads with a positively
charged surface could be used in low to neutral pH environments [53]. The optimal pH
environment for E. coli is 6.4-7.2 and a study has shown that unwinding forces from
FMOT on E. coli expressing P pili were not affected by pH changes [54, 55]. Since
the quaternary structure of CS20 is similar to that of P pili, it was assumed that the
unwinding force of CS20 would not be affected by lowering the pH by 0.6. A few data
curves taken at pH 7.4 verified this assumption. Therefore six different tests were made,
as seen in Table 2, with different pH and molarity of 1x filtered PBS and two different
beads, 2.5 µm positively charged and hydrophobic beads, and 2 µm negatively charged
and hydrophilic beads.

Table 2: Several tests were made to find the optimal combination of beads and the pH
and molarity of 1x filtered PBS.

Test PBS pH beads
1 0.01 M 7.40 2 µm aldehyde/sulfate
2 0.01 M 7.40 2.5 µm amidine
3 0.1 M 6.80 2 µm aldehyde/sulfate
4 0.1 M 6.80 2.5 µm amidine
5 0.01 M 6.80 2 µm aldehyde/sulfate
6 0.01 M 6.80 2.5 µm amidine

Test number one in Table 2 did work sometimes, but not well, likely due to the
fact that the beads and the pilin were negatively charged. Test number two in Table 2
did not work well since the pH was too high for the surface properties of the amidine
beads to be activated. Tests number three and four in Table 2 did not work at all be-
cause the high molarity saturated the system so much that it was impossible to mount
the bacteria to the beads on the cover slips. Test number six in Table 2 led to im-
mediate interaction with CS20 pili (WS7179A-2/pRA101) both before calibration and
after. Thus, the combination in test number six is what was used when making all of
the force measurements on CS20. Test number five in Table 2 led to interaction with
CFA/I pili (HB101/pNTP119), but the interaction was hard to find after the calibra-
tion had been made. The problem was that the bacteria had very few pili. As with
WS7179A-2/pRA101 showing hyperexpression of CS20, an activator plasmid should
be put in with the pNTP119 plasmid to enable hyperexpression of CFA/I or the part
in the pNTP119 plasmid that regulates the expression of CFA/I pili should be manip-
ulated so that hyperexpression occurs. For the rest of the measurements only CS20
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was considered, because there was no time to create bacteria with hyperexpression of
CFA/I.

5.4 Force-extension measurements on CS20
All measurements were made at a constant velocity of 0.05 µm/s and sampled with
a rate of 200 Hz. The data was acquired with a custom-made LabVIEW programme,
smoothed in Matlab for representation purposes, and the figures were made in Ori-
gin [43, 56, 57]. The codes used for smoothing, correction of offsets in the data, and
calculation of the unwinding force are presented in Appendix D.

Figure 22 shows a typical force-extension curve of a CS20 pilus. The three different
regions, I, II, and III, are all present. The region II plateau starts at ∼0.8 µm and ends at
∼6 µm with an unwinding force at ∼15 pN. Comparing the unwinding force of CS20
pili to that of type 1 pili at 30 pN and P pili at 28 pN, one can draw the conclusion that
the layer-to-layer bonds of CS20 are weaker than the other two pili [20].

Figure 22: Force-extension curve of a CS20 pilus expressed by WS7179A-2/pRA101
with an unwinding force at ∼15 pN.

Figure 23 shows a force-extension curve where three pili are initially attached,
represented by the discreet unwinding levels (multiples of the lowest unwinding level).
At ∼3.5 µm the first pilus detaches from the bead, and at ∼4.6 µm the second pilus
detaches leaving the last one attached to the bead until it reaches region III.
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Figure 23: Force-extension curve of three CS20 pili expressed by WS7179A-
2/pRA101.

In Fig. 24 both the unwinding force (black line) and rewinding force (grey line) of
a CS20 pilus are depicted. The rewinding force is slightly lower than the unwinding
force.

Figure 24: Force-extension curve of a CS20 pilus expressed by WS7179A-2/pRA101
with an unwinding force at ∼15 pN (black line) and a rewinding force slightly lower
(grey line).

5.5 Force-extension measurements on CS20 with histatin 5
The force-extension curves of CS20 pili changed drastically when histatin 5 was present
in the optimal molar ratio. Too low molar ratio led to no apparent difference in the
force-extension curves and a too high molar ratio saturated the system making it dif-
ficult to do any measurements. The optimum molar ratio, pilin count:histatin 5, was
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found to be 1:2. For the optimum molar ratio, instead of measuring a plateau in region
II, distinct hills arose at different parts of the pilus during the unwinding. The hills
were up to 1 µm wide and reached about two times higher force levels than the typical
unwinding force of CS20 pili.

Figure 25 shows two force-extension curves of two different CS20 pili influenced
by histatin 5. Both of the curves differ from a force-extension curve of CS20 without
histatin 5, see Fig. 22, which indicates that histatin 5 does affect CS20 pili in some way.
They also differ from each other suggesting that histatin 5 peptides attach to random
locations on the pilus shaft. The hills arise because a stronger force is needed to detach
the layer-to-layer bonds of the shaft, due to histatin 5 covering different places of the
CS20 pilus shaft.
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5.6 The influence of histatin 5 on CS20
To be able to compare the influence of histatin 5 on CS20 21 force-extension curves
of CS20 without histatin 5 were gathered and 21 with histatin 5, and the mean of the
unwinding force for every sample was calculated. A statistical analysis was made in R
(programme for statistical computing), the code can be found in Appendix E [58]. To
compare the unwinding force a box plot was made for three different groups, as seen in
Fig. 26; CS20 without histatin 5, CS20 with histatin 5, and CS20 with histatin 5 with
the hills removed. The reason for the third group was to investigate if histatin 5 led
to an overall increase in the unwinding force. The unwinding force of CS20 without
histatin 5 was ∼15±2 pN, CS20 with histatin 5 was ∼18±3 pN, and CS20 with histatin
5 with the hills removed was ∼16±3 pN.

Figure 26: Box plot of the mean values of the unwinding force of CS20 with and
without histatin 5.

An independent 2-group Welch’s t-test for unequal variances with significance level
α = 0.05 was made for CS20 without histatin 5 and CS20 with histatin 5, and CS20
without histatin 5 and CS20 with histatin 5 with the hills removed. The p-value for
CS20 without histatin 5 compared to CS20 with histatin 5 was 5.837 · 10−7, thus the
null hypothesis of equal means can be rejected. The p-value for CS20 without histatin 5
compared to CS20 with histatin 5 with the hills removed was 0.00863 and this implies
that the null hypothesis of equal means can be rejected. The differences can also be
seen in Fig. 27, where it is clear that the normal distributions of the histograms do not
overlap except for some small parts.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this study the surface properties of the major pilin subunit were investigated by
considering the combination of the hydrophobicity and charge of the pilus using 3D
molecular models to find the probe bead that interacts strongest with the pili.

Force-extension experiments require a fixed bacterium to an immobilised bead.
Thus, it was necessary to change the strain for CFA/I from HMG11/pNTP119 to HB101/
pNTP119 to be able to mount the bacterium. Due to a lack of pili expressed on the
surface of HB101 it is difficult to attain interaction, therefore it is necessary to try
and make an activator plasmid for HB101/pNTP119 that results in hyperexpression of
CFA/I.

For WS7179A-2/pRA101 showing hyperexpression of CS20, the 2.5 µm hydro-
phobic and positively charged amidine beads significantly improved the attachment
of beads to pili at pH 6.80. It was found that the unwinding force was assessed to
∼15±2 pN. However, experiments also showed that in the presence of histatin 5 the
unwinding force changed to ∼18±3 pN.

An independent 2-group Welch’s t-test for unequal variances strengthens the con-
clusion that without histatin 5 the unwinding force is lower than with. How does
histatin 5 interact with the pilus? Since the force-extension curves are higher with
histatin 5 present, it must bind to the shaft subunits in some way. The question is how
it binds, if it becomes a layer with several peptides covering the pilus shaft or if only
a few bind to the shaft. Since histatin 5 is antimicrobial, it could either disarm the
bacterium by creating a layer on the pilus shaft resulting in a stiff shaft, which might
make it more difficult to stick to the intestinal epithelial cells, or it could affect the bac-
terial cell in some way, not necessarily killing the bacterium, but disarming it. Further
studies have to be made to investigate in what way histatin 5 affects E. coli.
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Appendix A

Coating procedures for beads
with poly-L-lysine

The coating procedure for 9.5 µm beads is as follows:

1. Make 0.1 mg/ml PLL (0.01%, 0.1 mg PLL for 1 ml Milli-Q water) or 1 mg/ml
PLL (0.1%, 1 mg PLL for 1 ml Milli-Q water).

2. Take 1 ml PLL in an epp tube.

3. Add 10 µl beads to epp tube (∼ 100x diluted).

4. Vortex epp tube.

5. Put epp tube in incubator at 37°C for 30 minutes.

6. Vortex epp tube.

7. Put epp tube in incubator 37°C for 30 minutes.

8. Centrifuge beads from incubator at 1000 rpm for 15 minutes.

9. Remove PLL supernatant.

10. Add 1 ml Milli-Q water.

11. Centrifuge beads at 1000 rpm for 15 minutes.

12. Remove Milli-Q supernatant.

13. Resuspend in 1 ml Milli-Q water.
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APPENDIX A. COATING PROCEDURES FOR BEADS WITH
POLY-L-LYSINE

The coating procedure for 2 µm beads is as follows:

1. Make 0.1 mg/ml PLL (0.01%, 0.1 mg PLL for 1 ml Milli-Q water) or 1 mg/ml
PLL (0.1%, 1 mg PLL for 1 ml Milli-Q water).

2. Take 1 ml PLL in an epp tube.

3. Add 10 µl beads to epp tube (∼ 100x diluted).

4. Vortex epp tube.

5. Put epp tube in incubator at 37°C for 30 minutes.

6. Vortex epp tube.

7. Put epp tube in incubator 37°C for 30 minutes.

8. Centrifuge beads from incubator at 6000 rpm for 3 minutes.

9. Remove PLL supernatant.

10. Add 1 ml Milli-Q water.

11. Centrifuge beads at 6000 rpm for 3 minutes.

12. Remove Milli-Q supernatant.

13. Add 1 ml Milli-Q water.

14. Centrifuge beads at 6000 rpm for 3 minutes.

15. Remove Milli-Q supernatant.

16. Add 1 ml Milli-Q water.

17. Centrifuge beads at 6000 rpm for 3 minutes.

18. Remove Milli-Q supernatant.

19. Resuspend in 1 ml Milli-Q water/PBS.
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Appendix B

Sequence alignment of CsnA to
FimA

Global sequence alignment of CsnA (residues 33-195, UniProt Q8VL73) to FimA
(residues 24-182, UniProt P04128), the major pilin subunit of type 1 pili, by using
LALIGN [59, 60]. The match is 23.4 % with 103 aa identical or similar.

ALIGN calculates a global alignment of two sequences
version 2.2u

Please cite: Myers and Miller, CABIOS (1989) 4:11-17
FimA 159 bp 159 aa vs.
CsnA 163 bp 163 aa
using matrix file: BLOSUM50, gap open/ext: -14/-4
23.4\% identity in 175 aa overlap; Global score: 12

10 20 30 40 50 60
FimA 1 AATTVNGGTVHFKGEVVNAACAVDAGSVDQTVQLGQVRTASLAQEGATSSAVGFNIQLND

:..:.:.:... : : . .. ....::.: ..: : : : .:...: .
CsnA --------TLNFSGRVTSSLCQVKTDDLVKNISLGEVSKSALEATGK-SPAQSFQVNLIN

10 20 30 40 50

70 80 90 100 110 120
FimA 1 CDTNVASKAAVAFLGTAIDAGHTNVLALQSSAAGSATNVGVQILDRTGAALTLDGATFSS

::. . . . : :. : . : :.. . .:. .::.::: . :. ... :. .
CsnA CDSLTDDISYV--LADANNNGTTTAYLVPKSGDTAATGVGVFVETSKGTPVNI-GSDQKL

60 70 80 90 100

130 140 150
FimA 1 ETTLNNGT----NTIPFQA----RYFATGA----ATPGAANADATFKVQYQ----

... :.:. ..::..: . :.:: .: :...: ... ..
CsnA DVVANKGNALSEQVIPLRAYIGTQTRAAGAIGTDVTAGTVDATGVLTIRAADATP

110 120 130 140 150 160
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Appendix C

Python codes for modelling of
the major pilin subunit of CS20

Python code for sequence alignment of CsnA to FimA (PDB 2JTY), the major pilin
subunit of type 1 pili, by using MODELLER [51].

from modeller import *

env = environ()
aln = alignment(env)
mdl = model(env, file='2JTY_1mol', model_segment=('FIRST:A','LAST:A'))
aln.append_model(mdl, align_codes='2JTY', atom_files='2JTY_1mol.pdb')
aln.append(file='csnA.ali', align_codes='csnA')
aln.salign(rr_file='$(LIB)/as1.sim.mat', # Substitution matrix used

output='',
max_gap_length=20,
gap_function=True, # If False then align2d not done
feature_weights=(1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.),
gap_penalties_1d=(−100, 0),
gap_penalties_2d=(3.5, 3.5, 3.5, 0.2, 4.0, 6.5, 2.0, 0.0, 0.0),
# d.p. score matrix
#output_weights_file='salign.mtx'
similarity_flag=True)

aln.write(file='CsnA−2JTY−align.ali', alignment_format='PIR')
aln.write(file='CsnA−2JTY−align.pap', alignment_format='PAP')

Python code for homology modelling of the sequence alignment file of CsnA to FimA,
producing 5 CsnA models, by using MODELLER [51].

from modeller import *
from modeller.automodel import *

env = environ()
a = automodel(env, alnfile='CsnA−2JTY−align.ali',knowns='2JTY',
sequence='csnA',assess_methods=(assess.DOPE,assess.GA341))
a.starting_model=1
a.ending_model=5
a.make()
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Appendix D

Matlab codes for processing the
data

The following function, made in Matlab [56], returns the corrected values for the posi-
tion and force of the measurement.

function [plateau, Yline] = pilus_uncoil

[filename pathname]=uigetfile;
c=[pathname,filename];
if ischar(c)

fopen(c);
d=dlmread(c);
Data=d(:,1:end);

end

filename_notxt = filename(1:end−4);
new_filename = [filename_notxt ' corrected.txt'];
new_filename_fig = [filename_notxt ' corrected.tiff'];
kappa = sscanf(filename, '%*s %*s %*s %*c %*c %E');

X = Data(:,1); %X = X_b+X_p, where X_b is the bead position and X_p
%is the position of the piezo stage

Y = Data(:,2); %Y = trap's force on bead = kappa*X_b
Y_length = length(Y);
X_length = length(X);

w = 1;
if (min(Y((Y_length−1000):Y_length))<6)

for (j = (Y_length−1000):Y_length)
if (Y(j)<6)

positions(w) = j;
w = w+1;

end
end
Yline = mean(Y(positions));

else
Yline = 0;

end

Y1 = Y−Yline; %compensates Y raw data for offset at end
X1 = X−abs(Y1/kappa); %compensates for the bead position, X_b = Y/kappa
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start_s = input('Write start: ', 's');
finish_s = input('Write finish: ', 's');

start = str2num(start_s);
finish = str2num(finish_s);

tol = 0.001;
start_pos = max(find(abs(X1 − start)<tol));
finish_pos = max(find(abs(X1 − finish)<tol));

i = 1;
for (g = start_pos:finish_pos)

positions_plateau(i) = g;
i = i+1;

end

plateau = mean(Y1(positions_plateau)); %mean of the plateau before smoothing

X2 = smooth(X1,10);
Y2 = smooth(Y1,10);

Data_fixed = [X2,Y2];
fid = fopen(new_filename, 'wt' );
fprintf(fid,'%E %E\n',Data_fixed(:,1:2).');
fclose(fid);

plot(X2,Y2,'k') %plot the curve

axis([0,(X2(X_length)+0.1),0,(max(Y2)+2)]); %set the limits for the axis
box off;
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on');
xlabel('Elongation (µm)');
ylabel('Force (pN)');

print('−dtiff', '−r300', new_filename_fig) %tiff file, resolution 300

The following function, made in Matlab [56], returns the mean value of the plateau of
the pilus.

function [mean_plateau, mean_hills, mean_plateau_no_hills, ...
start_value_position, finish_value_position, ...
start_value_force, finish_value_force] = pilus_mean_hills

[filename pathname]=uigetfile;
c=[pathname,filename];
if ischar(c)

fopen(c);
d=dlmread(c);
Data=d(:,1:end);

end

kappa = sscanf(filename, '%*s %*s %*s %*c %*c %E');

X = Data(:,1); %X = X_b+X_p, where X_b is the bead position and X_p
%is the position of the piezo stage

Y = Data(:,2); %Y = trap's force on bead = kappa*X_b
Y_length = length(Y);
X_length = length(X);
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w = 1;
if (min(Y((Y_length−1000):Y_length))<6)

for (j = (Y_length−1000):Y_length)
if (Y(j)<6)

positions(w) = j;
w = w+1;

end
end
Yline = mean(Y(positions));

else
Yline = 0;

end

Y1 = Y−Yline; %compensates Y raw data for offset at end
X1 = X−abs(Y1/kappa); %compensates for the bead position, X_b = Y/kappa
plot(X1,Y1,'.k', 'markersize', 3)

box off
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on');
xlabel('Elongation (µm)');
ylabel('Force (pN)');

%plateau
start_plateau = input('Write start for plateau: ', 's');
finish_plateau = input('Write finish for plateau: ', 's');

%hill(s)
start_hill_1 = input('Write start for hill 1: ', 's');
finish_hill_1 = input('Write finish for hill 1: ', 's');

start_hill_2 = input('Write start for hill 2: ', 's');
finish_hill_2 = input('Write finish for hill 2: ', 's');

start_p = str2num(start_plateau);
finish_p = str2num(finish_plateau);

start_h1 = str2num(start_hill_1);
finish_h1 = str2num(finish_hill_1);
start_h2 = str2num(start_hill_2);
finish_h2 = str2num(finish_hill_2);

tol = 0.001;
start_pos_p = max(find(abs(X1 − start_p)<tol));
finish_pos_p = max(find(abs(X1 − finish_p)<tol));

start_pos_h1 = max(find(abs(X1 − start_h1)<tol));
finish_pos_h1 = max(find(abs(X1 − finish_h1)<tol));

start_pos_h2 = max(find(abs(X1 − start_h2)<tol));
finish_pos_h2 = max(find(abs(X1 − finish_h2)<tol));

i = 1;
j = 1;
k = 1;

for (p = start_pos_p:finish_pos_p)
positions_plateau(i) = p;
i = i+1;

end

for (q = start_pos_h1:finish_pos_h1)
positions_hill1(j) = q;
j = j+1;
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end

for (r = start_pos_h2:finish_pos_h2)
positions_hill2(k) = r;
k = k+1;

end

mean_plateau = mean(Y1(positions_plateau)); %mean of the plateau

if start_h2==finish_h2
mean_hills = mean(Y1(positions_hill1)); %mean of the hills
mean_plateau_no_hills = (sum(Y1(positions_plateau))−...

sum(Y1(positions_hill1)))/(length(positions_plateau)−...
length(positions_hill1)); %mean of the plateau without hills

else
mean_hills = (sum(Y1(positions_hill1))+sum(Y1(positions_hill2)))/...

(length(positions_hill1)+length(positions_hill2)); %mean of the hills
mean_plateau_no_hills = (sum(Y1(positions_plateau))−...

sum(Y1(positions_hill1))−sum(Y1(positions_hill2)))/...
(length(positions_plateau)−length(positions_hill1)−...
length(positions_hill2)); %mean of the plateau without hills

end

start_value_position = X1(start_pos_p);
start_value_force = Y1(start_pos_p);
finish_value_position = X1(finish_pos_p);
finish_value_force = Y1(finish_pos_p);
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Appendix E

R code for analysing the data

The following code, made in R [58], is used to analyse the mean values of the data
with and without histatin 5. It returns a box plot, histograms, summary of the data, and
2-group Welch’s t-test for unequal variance.

Data = read.table("mean_values.txt",header=T)
with.histatin5.no.hills = Data$with_histatin5_region2_no_hills
with.histatin5.hills = Data$with_histatin5_region2_hills
with.histatin5 = Data$with_histatin5_region2_plateau
without.histatin5 = Data$without_histatin5

summary(Data) #mean and quartiles displayed of the different groups
sapply(Data, var, na.rm=T) #variance displayed of the different groups

#Box plot
boxplot(without.histatin5, with.histatin5, with.histatin5.no.hills, data=Data,
main="Box plot of the mean values of the force of the plateau of CS20
pili with and without histatin 5", ylab="Mean force of the plateau of CS20
pili with and without histatin 5 (pN)", names=c(
"Without histatin 5", "With histatin 5", "With histatin 5, hills removed"))

#Histogram with histatin 5, hills removed
h1<−hist(with.histatin5.no.hills, xlab="Mean force (pN)", ylab="Counts",
main="Histogram of the mean values of the force of the plateau of CS20
pili with histatin 5, hills removed")
xfit1<−seq(min(with.histatin5.no.hills),max(with.histatin5.no.hills),length=40)
yfit1<−dnorm(xfit1,mean=mean(with.histatin5.no.hills),sd=sd(with.histatin5.no.hills))
yfit1 <− yfit1*diff(h1$mids[1:2])*length(with.histatin5.no.hills)
lines(xfit1, yfit1, col="blue", lwd=2)

#Histogram with histatin 5
h2<−hist(with.histatin5, breaks=4, xlab="Mean force (pN)", ylab="Counts", main="Histogram
of the mean values of the force of the plateau of CS20 pili with histatin 5")
xfit2<−seq(min(with.histatin5),max(with.histatin5),length=40)
yfit2<−dnorm(xfit2,mean=mean(with.histatin5),sd=sd(with.histatin5))
yfit2 <− yfit2*diff(h2$mids[1:2])*length(with.histatin5)
lines(xfit2, yfit2, col="red", lwd=2)

#Histogram without histatin 5
h3<−hist(without.histatin5, ylim=c(0,10), xlab="Mean force (pN)", ylab="Counts",
main="Histogram of the mean values of the plateau of CS20 pili without histatin 5")
xfit3<−seq(min(without.histatin5),max(without.histatin5),length=40)
yfit3<−dnorm(xfit3,mean=mean(without.histatin5),sd=sd(without.histatin5))
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yfit3 <− yfit3*diff(h3$mids[1:2])*length(without.histatin5)
lines(xfit3, yfit3, col="blue", lwd=2)

#Histograms with and without histatin 5
plot(h2, col=rgb(1,0,0,1/2), xlim=c(12,22), ylim=c(0,10), xlab="Mean force (pN)",
ylab="Counts", main="Histogram of the mean values of the force of the plateau of
CS20 pili with and without histatin 5") # first histogram
plot(h3, col=rgb(0,0,1,1/2), xlim=c(12,22), ylim=c(0,10), add=T) # second
lines(xfit2, yfit2, col="red", lwd=2)
lines(xfit3, yfit3, col="blue", lwd=2)
axis(1, at=12:22)
axis(2, at=1:10)
legend(19,9, c("Without histatin 5","With histatin 5"), lty=c(1,1), lwd=c(2.5,2.5),
col=c(rgb(0,0,1,1/2),rgb(1,0,0,1/2)))
#lwd, gives the legend lines the correct color and width
#lty, gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
#legend(x,y, places a legend at the appropriate place

#Histogram without histatin 5 and with histatin 5 hills removed
plot(h1, col=rgb(1,0,0,1/2), xlim=c(12,20), ylim=c(0,10), xlab="Mean force (pN)",
ylab="Counts", main="Histogram of the mean values of the force of the plateau of
CS20 pili with and without histatin 5") # first histogram
plot(h3, col=rgb(0,0,1,1/2), xlim=c(12,20), ylim=c(0,10), add=T) # second
lines(xfit3, yfit3, col="blue", lwd=2)
lines(xfit1, yfit1, col="red", lwd=2)
axis(1, at=12:20)
axis(2, at=1:10)
legend(17,9, c("Without histatin 5","With histatin 5, hills removed"), lty=c(1,1),
lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c(rgb(0,0,1,1/2),rgb(1,0,0,1/2)))
#lwd, gives the legend lines the correct color and width
#lty, gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
#legend(x,y, places a legend at the appropriate place

#Histograms with histatin 5 and with histatin 5 hills removed
plot(h2, col=rgb(1,0,0,1/2), xlim=c(12,22), ylim=c(0,10), xlab="Mean force (pN)",
ylab="Counts", main="Histogram of the mean values of the force of the plateau of
CS20 pili with histatin 5") # first histogram
plot(h1, col=rgb(0,0,1,1/2), xlim=c(12,22), ylim=c(0,10), add=T) # second
lines(xfit1, yfit1, col="blue", lwd=2)
lines(xfit2, yfit2, col="red", lwd=2)
axis(1, at=12:22)
axis(2, at=1:10)
legend(18.5,9, c("With histatin 5, hills removed","With histatin 5"), lty=c(1,1),
lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c(rgb(0,0,1,1/2),rgb(1,0,0,1/2)))
#lwd, gives the legend lines the correct color and width
#lty, gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
#legend(x,y, places a legend at the appropriate place

# independent 2−group Welch's t−test for unequal variances
t.test(with.histatin5,without.histatin5)
t.test(with.histatin5.no.hills,without.histatin5)
t.test(with.histatin5,with.histatin5.no.hills)
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